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ABSTRACT
Heat removal capacity, coolant pumping pressure drop and
surface temperature non-uniformity are three major challenges
facing single-phase flow microchannel compact heat
exchangers. In this paper multi-objective optimization has been
performed to increase heat removal capacity, and decrease
pressure drop and temperature non-uniformity in single-flow
microchannels. Three-dimensional (3D) 4-floor branching
networks have been applied to increase heat removal capacity
of a microchannel from silicon substrate (15x15x2 mm). Each
floor has four different branching sub-networks with opposite
flow direction with respect to the next one. Each branching
network has four inlets and one outlet. However, branching
patterns of each of these sub-networks could be different from
the others. Conjugate heat transfer analysis has been performed
by developing a software package which uses quasi-1D thermofluid analysis and a 3D steady heat conduction analysis. These
two solvers are coupled through their common boundaries
representing surfaces of the cooling microchannels. Using
quasi-1D solver significantly decreases computing time and its
results are in good agreement with 3D Navier-Stokes equations
solver for these types of application. The analysis package is
capable of generating 3D branching networks with random
topologies. 1341 random cooling networks were simulated
using this analysis package. Multi-objective optimization using
modeFrontier software was performed using response surface
approximation and genetic algorithm. Diameters and branching
pattern of each sub-network and coolant flow direction on each
floor were design variables of multi-objective optimization.
Maximizing heat removal capacity, minimizing pressure drop
and temperature non-uniformity on the hot surface were three
simultaneous objectives of the optimization. Pareto-optimal
solutions demonstrate that thermal loads of up to 500 W/cm²
can be managed with 3D 4-floor microchannel cooling
networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cooling systems for new generation portable electronic
devices with higher capacity of heat removal, higher efficiency
and smaller size is one of the challenges in the heat transfer
field. The heat dissipation of microprocessors has delineated an
exponential increase over the past decade and up to 10 times
larger heat fluxes, with respect to current devices, are expected
in next-generation microelectronics [1].
One of the cooling system technologies is the cooling
microchannel based compact heat sink. Significantly smaller
sizes of the microchannels offer major advantage of this
method which allows multichip integration. The main
challenges of this method are high pressure drop which require
higher pumping power, surface temperature non-uniformity,
liquid maldistribution, and coolant leaks [2]. Microchannel heat
sinks have been investigated both experimentally and
numerically [1-7]. Single-phase flow heat transfer in
microchannels has been studied by many investigators.
Heat transfer coefficients and friction factors in
microchannels have been experimentally investigated by Kosar
and Peles [8] for heat fluxes ranging from 3.8 to 167 W/cm2.
Colgan et al. [9] investigated practical implementation of a
single phase microchannel flow in silicon substrates to enhance
removal of heat load up to 300 W/cm2 using water as coolant.
Walchli et al. [10] applied oscillating flow method on water
cooling system for thin form factor high performance
electronics with 180 W/cm2 heat flux load.
A computational and experimental investigation of pressure
losses and heat transfer in microchannel networks containing Ttype junctions have been performed by Haller et al. [11]. Kim
et al. [12] numerically studied the thermal and hydraulic
performance of single phase microchannel flows versus phase
change flows for different coolants.
One of the first vestiges of the application of optimization
methods to improve channel geometries was in the design of
gas turbine blades. Intensive work was performed to maximize
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cooling efficiency of channel-based networks by means of
optimizing their arrangement. Martin and Dulikravich [13]
presented a fully automated program for inverse design and
optimization of internally cooled turbine blades, which was
validated against experimental results from Pratt & Whitney. A
few years later, Jelisavcic et al. [14] applied hybrid
evolutionary optimization to the same concept of channel
network optimization for turbo-machinery applications. Hong
et al. [15] presented a great effort to enhance the cooling
uniformity of microchannel heat exchangers through the design
of fractal tree-like networks, attempting to reduce coolant
pumping pressure drop. Subsequently, Gonzales et al. [16]
executed relevant work comprising 2D microchannel networks
optimization. Genetic algorithms have been used by Wei and
Joshi [17] to perform single objective optimization in order to
minimize overall thermal resistance. Husain and Kim [18]
performed single objective optimization using response surface
approximation in order to find optimal microchannel width,
depth, and fin width.
There is still a need for more research on single-phase flow
microchannels in order to increase heat transfer efficiency and
decrease temperature non-uniformity and pressure drop [19].
In this paper, a cooling scheme involving 3D networks of
microchannels is introduced, and the results of an optimization
study of the topological and geometrical properties of such
networks are presented. Topological characteristics include
branching pattern and flow direction of each microchannels
floor; geometrical properties include microchannel diameters.
This work represents a significant improvement over the initial
effort [20] to develop a high efficiency compact heat exchanger
based on optimally branched networks of cooling
microchannels.
NOMENCLATURE
A
Cross-sectional area of a microchannel.
Cf
Coefficient of wall friction.
Cv
Specific heat per unit mass.
C
Specific heat per unit volume.
CV
Hot surface temperature nonuniformity.
Dh
Hydraulic diameter.
f
Darcy friction factor.
g
Gravity acceleration.
h
Convection heat transfer coefficient.
k
Thermal conductivity of the fluid.
K=Kin+Kout Coefficient of inlet + exit losses.
L
Microchannel length.
m&
Mass flow rate.
Nusselt number.
Nu
Per
Perimeter of the microchannel.
p
Static pressure.
Pr
Prandtl number.
&
Q
Total heat transferred into fluid.
Re
Reynolds number.
S
Surface area of the microchannel.
T
Absolute temperature.

V

z

Velocity vector magnitude.
Elevation of a point.

Greek symbols
η
Efficiency of microchannel cooling.
Channel inner wall surface roughness.
ε
τw
Wall shear stress.
ρ
Density.
Subscripts
IN
OUT
W

Microchannel inlet.
Microchannel exit/outlet.
Microchannel wall.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION
An automatic 3D conjugate heat transfer analysis software
package (CHETSOLP) was developed to model conjugate heat
transfer phenomena and calculate flow-field and temperature
field simultaneously in order to assess any microchannel heat
sink topology. The most relevant numerical algorithms
comprising the CHETSOLP package are described in this
section. The working logic of the package is to solve the flowfield, transfer the flow-field data to the 3D heat conduction
analysis code, solve for temperature field in the solid part of the
heat exchanger, transfer temperature data to the quasi-1D flow
solver via cooling microchannel surfaces, and iteratively repeat
this procedure until the wall temperatures of the microchannels
(initially guessed) converge. Data transfer at the solid/fluid
interfaces is performed by a developed boundary condition
transfer module that links the fluid and solid domain solvers.
CHETSOLP consist of two parts; random geometry generator
and analysis solvers.
3 RANDOM GEOMETRY GENERATORS
A FORTRAN code was written to produce different
microchannels arrangements by randomly generating branching
patterns, diameters of each branch and direction of each subnetwork on each floor. In the next step, the required stl file for
analysis solvers is generated automatically by this code.
In this research, microchannels have been arranged in four
floors inside the silicon substrate with dimension of 15x15x2
mm (length, width and thickness), as shown in figure 1a.
a)

Substrate

2

Four-Floor
Arrangement
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diameter, branch nodes/merge noted of the network). Thus, the
balance of forces applied to a single, constant hydraulic
diameter fluid element in a cooling channel, is typically
modeled as

b)

4 Inlets

Branching
Sub-network

0 = pin A − pout A − τ w S − Kρ

V2
A
2

(2)

Here, A and S represent the cross-section area and wetted
surface areas, respectively, of a constant hydraulic diameter
fluid element. They are defined in Eq. (3) as functions of the
hydraulic diameter, Dh , and the perimeter, Per.

A=

Outlet
Figure 1. a) 3D 4-floor microchannels, and b) 4 branching subnetworks on one floor.

Figure 1b shows one single floor which has four separate
branching sub-networks. Each branching sub-network has 4
inlets and one outlet. Branching sub-networks have opposite
directions with respect to each other. Total number of branching
sub-networks for the 4-floor arrangement studied here is 16.
4 ANALYSIS SOLVERS
In order to perform conjugate heat transfer analysis, two
solvers have been coupled to each other; quasi-1D fluid flow
and convective heat transfer solver (COOLNET) [13] and 3D
heat conduction solver (OpenFOAM) [31].
4.1 QUASI-1D FLUID FLOW AND CONVECTIVE HEAT
TRANSFER ANALYSIS (COOLNET)
The numerical algorithm for integration of mass,
momentum and energy balance equations that follows, assumes
steady, incompressible flow and breaks down each cooling
channel into a number of constant cross hydraulic diameter
fluid elements [13, 20, 21].
Mass continuity is enforced throughout by means of
solving Eq. (1) at every junction node, that is, at every junction
of microchannels the incoming flows and outgoing mass flow
rates must balance out.
K max

K max

k =1

k =1

∑ m& k =

∑ ρV A
k

k

=0

(1)

πDh 2
4

Dh =

S = πDh L

4A
Per

(3)

The average wall shear stress acting on the fluid inside a
channel is approximated in Eq. (4) as a function of the Darcy
friction factor and the dynamic pressure.

τw = C f ρ

V2 1
V2
= f ρ
2 4
2

(4)

Then, balance of forces in a constant hydraulic diameter fluid
element can be written as

0=

2
2
2
Dh2π
( pin − pout ) − 1 fρ V DhπL − Kρ V Dh π
4
4
2
2 4

(5)

This can be further consolidated as


L V2
V2
ρ
0 = A( pin − pout ) − f
− Kρ

Dh
2
2 


(6)

The Darcy friction factor is calculated from Eq. (7) for
laminar flow conditions.

f =

64
Re

(7)

For turbulent flow conditions, it is approximated from Eq.
(8) as a function of Reynolds number and the relative wall
roughness. Equation (8) was proposed by Chen [22]. Ghanbari
et al. [23] demonstrated that Chen’s equation is one of the most
accurate friction factor equations.


  ε 1.1098

ε




Dh 
1
5.8506  
 Dh 5.0452
= −2 log 
−
log  
+ 0.8981  
Re
Re
f
 2.8257

 3.7065

 


(8)

Balance of momentum equation for such a network of
quasi-1D cooling channel flows involves pressure forces and
viscous forces. The viscous forces are typically grouped into
major losses forces (due to friction of fluid and the channel
wall) and minor losses force (due to flow separation at
locations of inlets, exits, turns, sudden changes of hydraulic
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In the scope of this work, minor losses due to three types
of microchannel junctions were addressed: elbows, T-junctions
and cross junctions. Inlet losses were also incorporated.
Minor loss coefficients, K, of regular-size junctions were
used due to lack of data for micro-size junctions, especially
with circular cross section. Cross junction friction factor
recently represented by Sharp et al. [24], were applied in loss
calculations. Other friction factors have been extracted from
data presented by White [25], Streeter [26], Hamilton [27],
Harris [28], and Hydraulic Institute [29].

temperature, heat transfer coefficient, mass flow rate and fluid’s
specific heat are known.

TO UT = TW − (TW − TIN ) e

K
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.16

2
 pout Vout
  pin Vin2 
Q& W&

 = 
 − [(CvoutTout ) − (C vinTin )] + − visc
+
+
2   ρ
2 
m&
m&
 ρ
(9)

At this point, it should be recognized that thermal energy
transferred to the fluid by convection has been stored in the
fluid, that is

&

(10)

m&

Then, after multiplying Eq. (9) through with density and cross
section area, A, and recognizing that potential energy
differences are negligible, this equation becomes Eq. (6).
If constant wall temperature is assumed in each constant
hydraulic diameter fluid segment of a channel, the rate of heat
transferred into the flowing fluid is defined as

T +T 

Q& = h Tw − in out  S
2



(11)

Considering a heating scenario where the channel wall
temperature is higher than the fluid temperature, the bulk fluid
temperature will rise in the direction of the flow. If a constant
cross-section fluid element is considered, the energy balance of
such differential control volume is given by

dQ& = m& Cv dT = h(Tw − T )dS

(13)

Nu=

hDh

(14)

k fluid

In order to calculate Nusselt number and hence the
convective heat transfer coefficient, h, the second Petukhov
equation is used [16]. Petukhov’s equation is shown as Eq. (15)
here. It represents a relationship between the Nusselt, Prandtl
and Reynolds numbers and friction factor for steady,
incompressible flow in a straight circular cross section tube.

Energy balance equation (First Law of Thermodynamics)
for quasi 1D steady, incompressible flow results in the extended
Bernoulli’s equation for the entire channel, in the case of no
shaft work and no work of electro-magnetic forces.

[(CvoutTout ) − (CvinTin )] + Q = 0

hS
m& c p

The convective heat transfer coefficient, h, can be
calculated from Eq. (14) if Nusselt number is known.

Table 1. Minor loss coefficients [24-29].

Junction Type
Inlet or exit
Elbow
T-junction
Cross junction

−

(12)

which after integration gives the exit fluid bulk temperature that
can be computed from Eq. (13), when inlet temperature, wall

Nu=

(f

/ 8 )( Re Pr )

1.07+12.7(f/8)0.5 (Pr 2/3 − 1)

(15)

The quasi-1D thermo-fluid solver (COOLNET) is an
iterative scheme that decouples continuity and momentum from
energy balance. It was formulated, developed and tested by
Martin and Dulikravich [13, 20, 21]. The definition of the
momentum conservation matrix system is straightforward for
every channel. The mass conservation matrix balance is
expressed on a nodal basis rather than on a channel-by-channel
basis. Therefore, the formulation of such matrix system is
entirely dependent on the branching pattern that a given node
exhibits. Equation (16) shows an example of a node where a Tjunction exists and a single microchannel branches into two
channels, each carrying a fraction of the outflow:

 m& in

[1 −1 −1]  m& out1

m& out2



=0



(16)

Equations (1) and (6) are cast into a composite matrix
system for simultaneous solution of the mass and momentum
(energy) balance equations. The quasi-1D thermo-fluid analysis
code COOLNET is capable of automatically assembling such
matrix system based on the microchannels’ connectivity. The
matrix system is composed of a coefficient matrix, a vector of
unknowns and a boundary conditions vector.
 p +V 2 
2
 in
2
2A
2A
1 S 
(17)
V 2  = − 2 A Kρ V
−
−
p
+

 fV
 out
2
fV
4
A
fV
2
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The coefficients matrix is composed of the factors shown
in Eq. 17 for all channels and a set of unity factors arranged in a
specific form depending on channels’ connectivity.
This matrix of coefficients multiplies the unknown vectors
which are assembled by placing: 1) the equivalent total
pressures for all internal nodes, that is, all channel junctions
except for the inlet and outlet ports, and 2) average channel
mass flow rates. The boundary conditions vector stores
quantities derived from prescribed values at the domain
boundaries. Complex network topologies yield slightly illconditioned matrices Therefore, singular value decomposition
algorithm [20, 21, 30] was used for matrix inversion at all
iterations. The variables are subsequently computed from
calculated nodal equivalent pressures and average mass flow
rates. A matrix inversion subroutine solves for equivalent total
pressures and mass flow rates simultaneously. For the 3D
temperature field solution in the substrate material, no matrix
system is required. A simple advancing-front program
(OpenFOAM software [31]) sweeps the microchannel network
solving Laplace’s equation for all nodes (except for inlets).
Wall temperatures, calculated mass flow rate, channel lengths
and cross-sectional areas are considered for solution of this
equation. The resulting nodal thermal state implies energy
balance of the entire network of microchannels.
4.1.1 ACCURACY VERIFICATION
COOLNET was originally developed and applied for
analysis of compressible coolant flows in internal channel
networks in cooled gas turbine blades [13, 20, 21]. In this work,
it was modified to use incompressible fluid flow inside
branching networks of microchannels. The modified
COOLNET algorithm that was implemented in this work was
validated against results from high-fidelity 3D Navier-Stokes
equations solvers and analytical solutions for the test case of
Poiseuille flow (steady, incompressible, viscous, isothermal
flow) of air in a 500 mm long, straight pipe with inner diameter
of 1 mm. The COOLNET program was used to determine
average fluid speed upon changes in the upstream pressure
conditions. Validation against analytical solution yielded by the
Hagen-Poiseuille equation is shown in Fig. 2.
Normalized average errors increase for higher Reynolds
number flows due to the introduction of a larger error in the
computation of the Darcy friction factor. However, error
remains below 8% with respect to exact solution given by the
Hagen-Poiseuille equation.
High-fidelity 3D Navier-Stokes solver solutions yield more
accurate results, but their computational expense is quite high.
For the above test case, for example, only 25 seconds are
needed by COOLNET to reduce its residual by 6 orders of
magnitude, while the ANSYS CFX solution (on a 100,000
nodes computational grid) consumed over 1,200 seconds for the
same residual reduction. This confirms the large economical
advantage of using a simplified thermofluid analysis model
such as the quasi 1D flow used in this work, instead of using a
complete 3D Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence
modeling.

Figure 2. Validation of COOLNET for Poiseuille incompressible
laminar flow test case.

4.2 3D HEAT CONDUCTION ANALYSIS
Steady 3D heat conduction analysis inside the heat
exchanger solid material was carried out with commercial
software OpenFOAM [31] which uses the Gaussian finite
volume (hexahedral cells) integration method for computation
of derivatives and it implements a linear interpolation scheme.
4.2.1 ACCURACY VERIFICATION
The OpenFOAM La Place equation solver for steady
temperature field was validated against an exact 2D solution.
Consider steady-state diffusion of heat in a 10 m x 10 m x 5 m
rectangular block, held at constant temperature of 0 °C on all
sides, except for the bottom surface which is held at 100°C. The
exact solution for this steady-state problem can be derived by
implementing the integral-transform technique [31] and the
temperature distribution function reduces to Eq. (18).
T ( x ,y ) =

υn
4 ∞ ∞
ξ
∑ ∑
2
AB m =1 n =1 βm + υn 2

(18)

where
A

ξ = ( sin β m x )( sin υn y ) ∫

x =0

(φ (

x ) sin β m x ) dx

A: the block’s width (10 m in this test case).
B: the block’s height (5 m in this test case).
φ( x ) : a function that describes the prescribed temperature
along the bottom boundary.
βm and υn : eigenvalues of the kernel functions in the integraltransform for heat diffusion problems proposed by Özişik [32].
The temperature field computed by OpenFOAM for the 2D
steady-state test case was compared to a solution of Eq. (18)
that was obtained implementing 40,000 summation terms at
every x-y location. Maximum error using OpenFoam software
in the 2D test case was below 1%. Approximately 75% of the
computed values in the entire 2D domain had a normalized
error between 0.01% and 0.1%.
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5 TEST CASE DEFINITION
For the purpose of demonstrating the utility of the
developed design optimization algorithm for 3D networks of
cooling channels, we simulated a silicon substrate that has a
footprint of 15 mm by 15 mm and a thickness of 2 mm with
thermal conductivity of 130 W m-1K-1. A uniform thermal load
of 500 W/cm² was enforced on the top surface of the substrate
and a constant temperature of 300 K was enforced at the bottom
surface of the substrate. A dielectric liquid coolant was
simulated as pumped at horizontal floors each containing 4
branching sub-networks to absorb as much heat as possible.
Manufacturing limitations suggested by Jones et al. [36]
constrain microchannel hydraulic diameters to be greater than
100 microns and relative wall roughness is set as 7% of the
hydraulic diameter. The most relevant characteristics are
1) Maximum number of planar branching levels: 2.
2) Minimum hydraulic diameter: 200 µm.
3) Maximum hydraulic diameter: 350 µm.
In this work, the interior wall relative roughness was kept
constant at 7 percent for all the branches in the cooling
networks. Different investigators have reported different critical
Reynolds numbers for fluid flows inside microchannels [37]. In
most research, laminar flows were observed for Reynolds
number less than 2000. Therefore, in this research, critical
Reynolds number has been set at 2000. The boundary
conditions for water coolant at the inlet were: total pressure of
270 kPa and total temperature of 293 K. The boundary
condition at the exits was the static pressure of 110 kPa. Fluid
properties are temperature-dependent and were imported from
OpenFOAM’s fluid database [30]. The local average coolant
velocities, pressures and temperatures were then calculated by
iteratively satisfying a system of local mass conservations and
extended Bernoulli’s equations [1, 3, 5].

in the entire substrate. This figure demonstrates that the large
variations in temperature field occur close to the hot surface.

5.1 A RANDOM UNOPTIMIZED CONFIGURATION
Conjugate heat transfer in an initial population of 1341
unique randomly generated 4-floor branching microchannel
networks was simulated using CHETSOLP. Results of one of
these cases are shown in this section.
Coefficient of Variation (CV) was defined as the ratio of
standard deviation ( σ ) over the mean value ( µ ) of
temperature on the hot surface, where N is the number of cells
on the surface.

Figure 3. Temperature distribution on a non-optimized
configuration: a) hot surface (having large temperature variations
CV = 1.711E-02), and b) entire 3D substrate.

CV =

σ
µ

(19)

σ=

1 N
∑ (Ti − µ )2
N i =1

(20)

µ=

1
(T1 + T2 + ... + TN )
N

(21)

Figure 3a shows the temperature distribution on the hot
surface, while figure 3b shows the 3D temperature distribution

a)

b)

Wall temperature distributions on all floors are shown in
figure 4a. Figures 4b to 4e show temperature distribution on
each microchannel floor. The first floor temperature variation is
illustrated in figure 4b. This floor is next to the cold surface.
As these figures show, temperature field in each floor is
affected by temperature fields on its top and bottom floors. On
the 4th floor which is the closet floor to the hot surface (figure
4.e), in some branching sub-networks, higher temperatures are
observed at the beginning of channels. This happens because
Reynolds numbers in those channels are less than critical
Reynolds number which is 2000 for microchannels with 7
percent roughness [37]. By merging channels, since the
diameter in a given sub-network is constant, the Reynolds
number will be increased and as a result of this, the convection
heat transfer coefficient, h, and the amount of heat removed
will be increased. Therefore, lower temperatures of the channel
walls will be seen at the end of sub-networks of microchannels.
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a)

b)
e)

c)

Figure 4. Temperature distribution on non-optimized
microchannel walls, b) 1st floor, c) 2nd floor, d) 3rd floor, and e)
4th floor.

Mass flow rate, heat removal, pressure drop and diameter
of each branching sub-network are represented in table 2.
Mass flow rate is varying by the diameter and branching
pattern. As results show, branching sub-network #14 has the
maximum amount of heat removal.
Table 2. Analysis results for all branching sub-networks in nonoptimized case.
Branching Mass flow Heat removal, Pressure Diameter,
Sub-network # rate, (g/s)
(W)
drop, (W)
(µm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

d)

7

3.34
2.03
3.34
1.23
0.77
3.08
1.39

54.787
20.709
46.838
13.235
4.747
61.499
30.733

0.539
0.328
0.539
0.198
0.124
0.497
0.247

250
250
300
200
200
300
200
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1.39
2.63
0.77
2.05
0.74
0.57
2.05
1.23
1.23

45.697
97.457
11.408
76.583
6.707
37.466
119.638
49.385
87.925

0.247
0.425
0.124
0.331
0.122
0.092
0.331
0.198
0.198

350
250
250
350
200
250
350
300
350

based response surface offered more accurate results in
comparison to other response surface methods. A GRBF was
created by using 1341 unique randomly generated 4-floor
cooling networks. Then, this GRBF was coupled to NSGA-II
multi-objective optimization algorithm in modeFRONTIER
software in order to perform the optimization. The Pareto front
obtained by this method is illustrated in figure 5 by two
objectives; pressure drop and total heat removal. These Pareto
designs are shown by green squares and named “Virtual
Pareto”. Blue circles represent the 1341 random initial cases
and named “Initial Population”.
Pareto 21

Table 3 illustrates the mass flow rate, heat removed and
pressure drop for each floor. Floor #4, which is the closest floor
to the hot surface, has the maximum amount of heat removal,
minimum mass flow rate and minimum pressure drop.
Table 3. Analysis results for all floors in non-optimized case.
Floor
#

Mass flow rate
(g/s)

Heat removed
(W)

Pressure drop
(W)

1
2
3
4
Total

9.93
6.63
6.19
5.07
27.80

135.569
142.675
192.155
294.414
764.814

1.605
1.114
1.001
0.819
4.539

6 MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Optimization of the topology and geometrical
characteristics of the 3D microchannel network was performed
by using modeFRONTIER software [33]. In this paper, design
variables for a single branching sub-network include three
variables for branching pattern and one for diameter. There are
three more design variables for directions of floors. Therefore
for 16 branching sub-networks, the total number of design
variables is 67. The 67 design variables which are defining the
4-floor cooling configuration of microchannel networks were
randomly varied to generate 1341 unique 4-floor cooling
topologies. Then, these 1341 unique random cases were
imported to modeFRONTIER to generate the 67-dimensional
response surface which is a powerful method to interpolate
multivariate scattered data and decrease cost of computations.
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) was implemented using
Gaussian Radial Basis Function (GRBF).
Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) was
chosen to perform optimization. NSGA-II is a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm developed by Deb et al. [34, 35]. The
three simultaneous objectives of the optimization study were:
1) Maximize total heat removed,
2) Minimize total pressure drop,
3) Minimize temperature non-uniformity on hot surface
The main difficulty is to create an accurate response
surface for a large number of integer design variables, (67
variables) which is capable to predict the three objectives with
an acceptable error. Gaussian Radial Basis Function (GRBF)

Figure 5. Thermal energy removed vs pressure drop for initial
population, virtual Pareto, and real Pareto optimal designs.

In the next step, 25 different virtual Pareto designs
obtained by modeFRONTIER optimization were chosen as
input data for 3D conjugate heat transfer analysis software
(CHETSOLP). The analysis results are shown by red squares
and named “Real Pareto” in figure 5. As this figure shows in
the region between 800 W and 900 W of thermal power
removed, which has more initial points, the virtual and real
Pareto designs are well matched. The differences between
virtual and real Pareto designs are higher at the head and tail of
initial population cloud. This is because the GRBF does not
have enough points in these regions to predict the behavior of
objectives with respect to variables. However, the real Pareto
still represents good dominant designs in comparison with
initial population.
Figure 6 shows initial population, virtual Pareto and real
Pareto for CV with respect to total heat removed. As this figure
illustrates, virtual and real Pareto designs are in good
agreement in almost all regions. For better illustration, initial
population and Pareto designs are shown in a 3D graph with all
three objectives in figure 7.

8
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uniformity is observed in this case. The CV on the hot surface
for this case was 4.907E-03.
a)

Pareto 21

b)

Figure 6. CV vs total heat removed for initial population, virtual
Pareto designs, and real Pareto designs.

Figure 8. Temperature distribution on Pareto optimized design no.
21: a) hot surface, and b) 3D substrate.

Temperature distributions on all four floors are shown in
figure 9a to 9e. Figure 9e shows a quite uniform temperature
distribution on the top floor.
Pareto 21

a)

Figure 7. 3D graph for CV vs heat removed vs pressure drop for
initial population, virtual Pareto designs, and real Pareto designs.

One of the best real Pareto optimized designs (Pareto #21)
was chosen to be studied more by using its analysis results.
Pareto #21, is also shown in figure 8 and figure 9.
Figure 8a and 8b demonstrate the temperature distribution
on the hot surface and substrates respectively. Temperature on
the hot surface is changing from 330 K to 339 K. A significant
drop in the maximum temperature and temperature non-

9
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b)

c)

Figure 9. Temperature distribution on a) 4-floor microchannels, b)
1st floor, c) 2nd floor, d) 3rd floor, and e) 4th floor.

Table 4 shows mass flow rate, heat removal, pressure drop
and diameter of each branching sub-networks. Sub-network
#14 had the maximum heat removal. The minimum mass flow
rate and minimum pressure drop was obtained for branching
sub-networks #5 and #11, respectively.
Table 4. Analysis results for all branching sub-networks for Pareto
optimized case #21.
Branching Mass flow Heat removed, Pressure Diameter,
Sub-network # rate, (g/s)
(W)
drop, (W)
(µm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

d)

2.046
2.632
3.12
2.632
2.03
3.12
3.12
2.632
3.12
3.336
1.252
2.632
2.632
3.12
2.632
2.632

26.292
24.076
31.281
24.717
20.590
33.002
41.599
31.497
74.189
65.151
38.043
55.609
109.575
122.913
104.246
105.231

0.331
0.425
0.504
0.425
0.328
0.504
0.504
0.425
0.504
0.539
0.202
0.425
0.425
0.504
0.425
0.425

300
350
350
350
300
350
350
350
350
350
250
350
350
350
350
350

Results represented in table 5 shows that the 4th floor (top
floor) removes 4.15 times more heat than the first floor.
e)
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Table 5. Analysis results for all four floors for Pareto optimized
configuration # 21.
Floor
Mass flow rate, Heat removed,
Pumping
#
(g/s)
(W)
power, (W)

1
2
3
4
Total

10.43
10.90
10.34
11.02
42.69

106.370
126.690
232.990
441.960
908.01

1.690
1.760
1.670
1.780
6.90

Thermal efficiency of microchannel cooling can be studied
using the ratio of total heat removed divided by the pumping
pressure drop, plus total heat load on the hot surface:

η=

Powerout
Total heat removal
%=
% (22)
Powerin
(Total pressure loss + Heat load )

Table 6 shows η and CV for the random case which were
studied in section 6.1 and for Pareto optimized case #21.
Table 6. Overall efficiency and CV for the random and Pareto
optimized configuration no. 21.

Case

η

CV

Random Case

67.710

1.71E-02

Pareto #21

80.220

4.91E-03

By comparing the results, it is observed that Pareto
optimized configuration #21 gives higher uniformity in
temperature distibution on the hot surface and its overall
thermal efficiency is 13% higher than in the random nonoptimized configuration case.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Single phase 3D microchannels with 4-floor configurations
have been investigated using the CHETSOLP package which
applies quasi-1D fluid flow and convective heat transfer solver
(COOLNET), and 3D heat conduction solver (OpenFOAM).
Each floor has 4 branching sub-networks. The analysis results
for random unoptimized microchannels have been discussed.
Multi-objective optimization was performed using
modeFRONTIER software. Branching pattern and diameter of
each branching sub-network, and flow direction of each floor
are design variables for optimization. Total number of design
variables for 16 sub-networks is 67 integers. Maximizing heat
removal, minimizing temperature non-uniformity on hot
surface and coolant pressure drop were three objectives of this
optimization problem. GRBF and genetic algorithm (NSGA-II)
have been chosen to perform optimization. Among different
response surface methods, GRBF gives better results for a large
number of design variables. Results of 1341 unique random
cases obtained from CHETSOLP were used to create a GRBF.
Twenty five of virtual Pareto optimal designs obtained
from modeFRONTIER were then analyzed using CHETSOLP.

The simulation results of these 25 designs (real Pareto) have
shown good agreement with virtual Pareto optimal designs and
have represented good dominant designs in comparison to
initial population. Results of one of the real Pareto (#21) have
shown a significant improvement in temperature uniformity.
Overall efficiency (η) for this design is 80.22%, which is about
13% higher that the efficiency of the random non-optimized
case.
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